The COVID-19 pandemic will have far-reaching and even transformative implications for environmental law. Although the future trajectory of the pandemic remains uncertain, it has already brought many changes to how people live, and is likely to bring many more. Some of these changes relate directly to how people behave and how those behaviors affect the environment. For example, the mass global shift to “staying home” has led to extraordinary decreases in production and transportation—and thus to significant reductions in pollution associated with those behaviors. Other changes, less immediately obvious, relate to shifts in background risk: COVID-19, for example, may increase survivors’ vulnerability to pollution in the future, even as it preys disproportionately on those who have been impacted by pollution in the past. Still other—though yet more speculative—changes may be triggered by COVID-19, including changes in people’s social values and approach toward the environment, and economic and resource changes as COVID-19 affects the global, national, and local economies.

This Comment explores four important types of change triggered by the pandemic: (1) behavioral changes (including behaviors with environmental impacts); (2) changes in values (including regarding the environment); (3) demographic changes that affect levels of background risk against which laws (including environmental laws) operate; and (4) changing resources (including those that can be spent on environmental or other amenities). Each of these changes has potentially important implications for the assumptions built into environmental law, for the ability of environmental law to effectively regulate the environment, and for the way that humans will interact with the environment in coming years and decades.

Considering each of these types of change, and the impacts such changes may have on how environmental law operates, may help lawmakers in developing reflective, effective strategies as the pandemic progresses. Such planning is particularly important now, as society prepares for a prolonged period of physical, emotional, economic, and environmental recovery.

I. Behavioral Changes and Environmental Impacts

Generally speaking, environmental law seeks to shape human behavior in light of its environmental impacts. Yet environmental laws were all designed to operate on the basis of pre-pandemic presumptions about human behaviors and the environmental impacts of those behaviors. As a result, significant changes either in human behavior—or in its impacts—knock environmental laws off-balance, leaving them trying to regulate behaviors that no longer exist, missing behaviors that do exist, or regulating on the basis of impacts that are no longer likely to come to fruition.

The pandemic is already creating disconnects of these kinds, decreasing some behaviors (such as transportation and production, and their attendant pollution, as well as pressure on national parks) and increasing others (such as generating medical and plastic waste, and production and use of disinfectants). There are preexisting regulatory schemes in place to manage the environmental impacts of each of these behaviors—waste management systems to address hazardous medical waste; air pollution policies to address preexisting conventional air pollution levels; water pollution policies designed to address pre-pandemic dumping and water use; and in many areas of the world, greenhouse gas emission policies to address climate change emissions. Yet these schemes were calibrated to pre-pandemic conditions, and many will need revision—if not complete revision—in the coming months and years.

For environmental law, much will turn upon whether the environmental impacts of the unprecedented recent behavioral changes, undertaken to address the extraordinary risks of COVID-19, are constructed as creating a “new normal,” or whether they are treated as a kind of extended exception to the pre-pandemic status quo. Perceptions of the status quo play an important role in law in...
general, and in environmental law in particular; generally speaking, losses from the status quo are perceived as painful—far more so than gains from the status quo are perceived as pleasant. Identification of a status quo thus has a powerful psychological impact, in that it identifies an endowment baseline against which subsequent losses (or gains) will be measured. Yet construction of the status quo is a social and psychological enterprise, which involves choosing among multiple possible reference points.

In the context of the pandemic, this poses the question of which level(s) of environmental quality will and should be seen as the reference point. More specifically, do recent mass behavioral changes in response to the pandemic—which seem to be resulting in impacts as diverse as cleaner air and often cleaner water, exploding animal populations, changing pressures on national parks and wildlife, reduced greenhouse gas emissions, increased medical and plastic waste, reduced use of mass transit, and reduced incentives for natural resource extraction—constitute a new normal, against which future policies should be evaluated, in light of environmental and other impacts? Does degradation back to pre-pandemic environmental quality constitute a loss, or merely a return to the status quo?

To see why these questions have heightened importance within environmental law, it is worth recognizing that the principle of “antidegradation” remains highly influential in environmental policy, and plays a central role in how pollution control schemes operate both domestically and internationally. This concept, imbedded deeply within norms of environmental conservation and preservation, operationalizes the presumption that environmental quality should not degrade—and in doing so, purposefully creates a one-way ratchet toward increasing the stringency of environmental protection. For example, the Clean Water Act (CWA)—which has as one of its principal objectives to “maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s waters”—is routinely read to impose antidegradation requirements for maintaining and protecting water quality that has already been achieved. Notably, in the United States, legally enforceable antidegradation requirements have been upheld even where they require states or localities to maintain waters at a higher quality than would otherwise be necessary to satisfy the statutory requirements of the CWA.

Shall such antidegradation requirements also be used to uphold pandemic-related improvements in environmental quality—such as those that come from pandemic-driven decreases in industrial production, or reductions in transportation and travel? Though the principle of antidegradation has a long history within conservation, sustainability, and other environmental traditions, it has never before had to grapple with this type of mass global behavioral change, and with the extraordinary impacts of those changes on environmental quality. But does this mean that this is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for “locking in” environmental improvements by continuing to implement antidegradation requirements as usual—or that applying a general principle to extraordinary circumstances is unreasonable and inappropriate, a co-opting of catastrophe to environ-
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Does this change, and should this change, how legislators, regulators, states, and courts think about what is attainable, achievable, or feasible—for southern California, for regulated industries, or for areas around the globe? And if southern California or any region were to slip into (temporary) attainment as a result of pandemic-era behaviors, what does that mean for that region’s future status and for the various exceptions it has garnered on the basis of its high pollution levels? Internationally, similar questions may be expected in regards to greenhouse gas emissions, which also decreased substantially during the early pandemic.\textsuperscript{27}

One important aspect of this puzzle is that, by and large, environmental law, like many areas of law, lacks “surge” capacity: the ability to scale up and down with large and correlated shifts of risk and behavior. Indeed, environmental laws generally fail to anticipate seismic behavioral shifts, much less stepwise adjustments that are likely to occur as society finds ways to reintegrate in the latter stages of the pandemic and, hopefully, post-pandemic. There is, for example, no provision in the CAA for states in “temporary attainment” as a result of emergency economic shutdown; much less a plan imbedded in the Act for addressing a gradual return to business and the sudden changes in emissions likely to follow, for example, resumption of industrial activities, or a return to commutes.\textsuperscript{28} While some environmental laws have emergency exemptions written or read into them,\textsuperscript{29} such provisions were designed to address temporary imminent threats and operate like binary on/off switches, either applying or not applying. This is likely to prove challenging to apply in the coming months and even years, as state and federal policies on reintegration create coordinated stepwise shifts in behavior.

As an example, consider how environmental impact statements are likely to operate in the late pandemic. Generally speaking, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)\textsuperscript{30} imposes a set of informational and analytical requirements on major federal actions with the potential of significantly affecting the environment.\textsuperscript{31} In the past, if the federal government wanted to build a new research facility or open up large tracts of public land to public access or use, generally, it would need to perform an environmental impact statement analyzing the expected environmental impacts, and their alternatives, before engaging in the action. Some states have similar requirements that apply to state actions, as do most countries around the world.
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There is an emergency exemption to NEPA—not in NEPA itself, but built into the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, which President Donald Trump invoked for the United States on March 13, 2020, when he declared a national emergency. The exemption applies to immediate responses to the national emergency, and it means that by and large, decisions by federal actors to respond to the imminent emergency created by the pandemic—by shutting down parks and public lands, limiting transportation, suspending enforcement actions, and building field hospital installations—will be exempt from the requirements of NEPA. (The legal situation is much more complicated when it comes to attempts to extend the emergency exception to actions that do not have an obvious direct relationship to the emergency, as with President Trump’s June 4, 2020, Executive Order purporting to exempt routine infrastructure projects from NEPA.) State actions implementing social distancing and stay-at-home orders are likely to have similar exemptions.

But do these exemptions apply to actions designed to return—or partially return—to pre-pandemic normal? National parks could presumably be closed in an emergency, with a clear exemption from any analytical requirements under NEPA under the Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act. But were they also permitted to be reopened—with all the (sudden) environmental impacts of (new) visitors—without an analysis of the environmental impacts of various reopening plans? Or, in other words, do emergency exemptions apply outside of emergency conditions, to resumptions of pre-emergency behaviors?

For “slow” emergencies like a pandemic, such questions are particularly thorny—and made more so by legal requirements like those under NEPA, where the justification for emergency exemption is based upon a presumption of urgency and the need to act without the procedural burdens of considered analysis. Such a presumption might well apply to initial actions (e.g., closing parks) but not to the more gradual, less time-pressured decisions of when and how to “undo” those actions (e.g., reopening parks). The answer may depend at least partly on whether such actions are constructed as “returns to normal”—where “normal” is constructed as pre-pandemic normal, and the level of environmental quality associated with pre-pandemic behaviors—or whether current behaviors and resulting environmental quality are instead taken as the baseline for evaluation. Law likely has some power to affect which of these presumptions holds true, yet there is no obvious answer to which of them is best.

II. Changes in Values

Existing environmental laws were adopted in light of social values and public commitments that existed pre-pandemic. Yet massive disruptive events, such as pandemics, can have far-reaching impacts on the normative and political values that people hold. In fact, recent research in sociology has pointed to ways in which disruption and disaster predictably lead to changes in social values, often in ways that encourage redefocusing and redefining the social meaning of social behaviors, membership in groups, and status. Other research in psychology suggests that people perceive and value risks differently when they perceive themselves to be under threat or under conditions of anxiety, and that these perceptions can be enough to measurably shift their normative and political values.

From this perspective, it seems possible—even likely—that the pandemic will create changes in people’s values and normative commitments. At least some of these values and commitments may relate to the way people engage with the natural environment and to the way that they perceive, give meaning to, and reevaluate the risks and benefits of certain relationships with the natural world.

On the risk side, for instance, we have already seen some movement toward addressing the types of human-wildlife interactions that are fostered in wildlife markets, such as the Wuhan “wet market,” where the novel coronavirus reportedly made the first jump from animal to humans. While environmental and animal rights activists had been advocating for the shutdown of such markets for some time—as well as for other types of international wildlife trade—the realities of the current pandemic may help in
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shaping public and government perceptions and valuations of the risks associated with these behaviors. Alternatively, consider that long times spent indoors may be encouraging people to reflect on their normative commitments and values, to miss exposure to nature. The closure of many national, state, and local parks may lead people to reassess the value of those spaces, and perhaps even to adjust what they see as their importance. More ambitiously, the pandemic may influence what people see as possible or even reasonable responses to large societal problems. Optimistically, for instance, mass changes in behavior precipitated by the pandemic may make future mass behavioral changes—such as those that might be necessitated by effective management of climate change, such as substantially reducing travel—more imaginable, and thus more likely to occur.

Note that value change, while it complements and relates to behavioral change, is not cabined by it. Handwashing habits, for example, have long been relatively durable—much to the frustration of many in public health. Some psychologists have suggested that changing durable habits like handwashing may actually require exogenous shocks to trigger durable behavioral change. Periods of disruptive change, such as an infectious disease epidemic, may thus present an opportunity for behavioral change; and indeed, in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, there is early research suggesting that many people have actually changed their handwashing behaviors due to COVID-19. As behaviors shift, values may shift as well. Someone walking out of a public bathroom without washing his or her hands may be viewed and stigmatized differently post-COVID than pre-COVID, for example.

Such perceptions may, in turn, affect the underlying behaviors themselves, given research suggesting that people are more likely to change behaviors like handwashing when they perceive that social norms support those behaviors. At the same time, changing behaviors and background risks—such as are discussed below—may also begin to change the social meaning of many environmental behaviors. Use of reusable cups, bags, and other non-single-use items, for example, was targeted early as a potential source of infectious spread; many municipalities and businesses responded by banning reusable items. Subsequent scientific research has suggested that the danger of spread from fomites—and thus reusable items—may actually be quite limited; yet it is possible that the social meaning attached to using reusable items may well have shifted, regardless of underlying risks.

III. Demographic Changes and Changes in Baseline Risk

A third type of changes triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic relates to the shifts the pandemic has caused and is causing in background levels of risk. In addition to being calibrated to pre-pandemic expectations about human behavior, environmental laws were also calibrated according to pre-pandemic expectations about pre-pandemic demographics, exposures, and risks. In the United States, for example, the national ambient air quality standards—the centerpiece of the CAA—are set at levels that are “requisite to protect the public health,” and that allow “an adequate margin of safety.” Setting tolerable levels of air pollution requires risk analyses that evaluate the impact of air pollutants on public health—an evaluation that is informed, among other things, by risk assessments that account for shifts in relevant demographic characteristics.
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demographic information about how many members of the population are elderly and how many have preexisting respiratory ailments. Yet the same quantity of pollution can cause more or less harm, depending upon how the pollution is bunched or spread across the population. The sensitivity of the population matters a great deal. A population with substantially more vulnerable citizens must set tolerable air pollution levels lower to have the same health effects, while a more robust population may tolerate higher pollution levels with fewer health risks.

If COVID-19 leaves the population sicker than it was before, the same levels of air pollution that we tolerated before may actually cause greater—even intolerable—harm. Such impacts may be even further exacerbated if, as some studies now suggest, higher preexisting levels of air pollution also generate worse COVID-19 outcomes to begin with. This would be a grave double whammy for areas such as high-density urban environments, or regions in the world (including the industrialized portions of China) where preexisting vulnerability to COVID-19 from high air pollution levels might lay open the population to increased long-term health effects from COVID-19—health effects that will then make that same population more vulnerable to increased air pollution, when or if air pollution returns to pre-COVID levels.

Other more general and rarely considered presumptions imbedded in environmental law have to do with studies setting baseline exposure rates, which are used to calculate how much additional pollution a person might be safely exposed to. These baseline exposure rates have also been set with pre-COVID presumptions of behavior—and, in many cases, those presumptions are now wildly wrong. As a simple example, consider that existing estimates of exposure to dangerous substances and pollutants are largely based upon the presumption that a significant portion of a person’s day is spent outside their home—something that is no longer true for the millions of people who now work remotely or who have no outside workplace to go to. At the least, presumptions on existing exposures may need to be adjusted to account for the (indoor) environments in which people are living; somewhat more ambitiously, this may be a moment for environmental law to expand its viewpoint to incorporate indoor as well as outdoor environments something with which the field has long struggled.

Other examples are also readily found, however; consider that people may now be exposed to disinfectant residues in far greater quantities than has been presumed in the past for purposes of setting environmental regulations, such as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) rules under the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) addressing disinfectant byproducts, or that air quality standards have been set by reference to a set of now-outmoded presumptions about the numbers of people engaging in outdoor exercise. Regulators have a great deal of work to do to update these presumptions, and, in the meantime, individuals should be aware of the limitations of the past risk analyses regulators have done.

IV. Changes in Resources

Finally, the pandemic is leading to important shifts in wealth and the availability of resources to address those commitments. Although the full economic impact of the pandemic remains uncertain, at a minimum it imposes multiple opportunity costs: resources spent on face masks, for example, cannot be spent on environmental amenities. If, as some commentators now predict, the pandemic affects national and global wealth, or triggers recession or even depression, the impacts become more profound: poorer societies, like poorer individuals, may have less to spend on the environment, because they have less to spend overall.
And as scarcer government resources are increasingly allocated toward pandemic response, still fewer resources may be available for environmental protection, ecosystem management, and environmental enforcement. Many regions of the world, for example, are reporting increased illegal deforestation as environmental enforcement has been pulled back.64

Further, and going beyond wealth impacts, in some cases the pandemic may itself create additional costs or complexity to creating or enforcing environmental laws. While there is no reason to think that such constraints would be universal,65 some standards based on feasibility may become more challenging to enforce where product chains are disrupted (e.g., if facilities are unable to access chemicals, safety materials, or staffing that they previously relied upon to manage exposures or waste), and environmental audits may become trickier or more costly to do where production facilities have highly variable production schedules or pandemic-related limits on access.66 Such complexities have been used even in wealthier countries, such as the United States, as a justification for pulling back on environmental enforcement during the pandemic.67

V. Conclusion

Where human behaviors, demographics, values, and resources are curtailed—as in the ongoing catastrophe of this pandemic—we should expect there to be challenges for legal structures and approaches built upon now-outdated assumptions. In the case of environmental law, the “misfit” between past presumptions and emerging conditions is likely to be significant. The time to recognize this potential misfit is now, as governments and communities begin to consider how to construct a new normal.
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